
Sumerian History , Vocabulary and Concepts , 6th grade

1.  Did Sumerians use irrigation because water was __________ on the Sumer plateau?    a.  
chagrined b.  abate c.  darn d.  demerit

2.  Irrigation systems was __________ because it successfully lead to surplus crops.
a.  auspicious b.  hellion c.  lax d.  plush

3.  Kennie wanted to raise horses so he chose a _______ for his pet.   
a.  saddleback b.  hellion c. poultice d. brood mare

4.  A Sumerian might feel _____ by someone who criticized their irrigation system.
a.  gallant b.  inventory   c. chagrined  d. inimitable

5.  it it possible Sumerian people could have mended clothes by _____?
a.  disconcert b.  darning c.  etch d.  demerit

6.  Sumerians would ____ information on bullas.
a.  demerit b.  darn c.  disconcert d.  etc.

7.  Was it ____ for Sumerian priests to have so much work?
a.  fanatic b.  halter c.  guffaw d.  abate

8.  The Sumerian bulla was an early attempt to keep ____ of goods.
a.  inventory b.  guffaw c.  demerit d.  abate

9.  Irrigation systems are not ______ and are still in use today.
a.  lax b.  plush c.  inimitable d.  poultice

10.  It it possible Sumerians used _____ to soothe and heal a donkey’s wound?
a.  hellion b.  poultice c.  darn d.  demerit

11.  It it possible that invading enemy people might _____ the Sumerians?
a.  gallant b.  fanatic c.  disconcert d.  guffaw

12.  The _____ opened the irrigation gate too early and destroyed the crops.
a.  hellion b.  refrain c.  gallant d.auspicious

13.  Warriors might be described as _____ people.
a.  plush b.  lax c.  gallant d.  halter

MATCHING

Choose from the following a, b, c, d for numbers 14-17.
a.  hold oneself back b.  yellowish-brown
c.  a warm, moist dressing for a wound
d.  a hill or ridge with a depression at the top

14.  poultice   15. refrain   16. saddleback    17.  sorrel

Choose from the following a, b, c, d for numbers 19-20.
a.  move or pull back quickly



b.  pleasant, charming
c.  seemingly unaffected by pain or pleasure

19.  stoic 19.  wince 20.  winsome 
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